
Where's Wally Now – BSLog Number 6 - Keynes and After?! - 

We were lucky that the trip to the Barrier 

Reef was on on the last day of sun in 

Queensland before the rainy season. 

For this you had to get dressed up like a 

Ninja Warrior or “Because the Lady Loves 

Milk Tray” 

 

These are called stinger suits and they are not used by the old bill to stop criminals 

escaping by car!  It is because amongst other deadly creatures, Oz attracts jelly fish. 

Here are some. 

 

Some coves like Palm keep little bottles of vinegar along the beach as most jelly fish 

stings like wasps are alkaline EXCEPT the Blue Bottle jelly fish which is really a 

siphonophore. 

Visiting 3 different places on THE reef, we saw lots of fish and a turtle but no sharks! 

The next day it rained and rained and rained – I tried to contact my friend Noah to 

see if I could borrow his boat but it is marooned on Mount Ararat! 

 

So of course we were off the see waterfalls from the heaven above!!! 



But first this amazing tree!! 

500 years old and it grew from the 

top onto a normal tree!!?? 

From a cascade of curtains to one of 

water. 

And this photo is to frighten the 

harriettes as this was a lake with a 

freshwater crocodile in it. 

I swam out to the middle but didn't 

see him as he is timid and only eats 

fish – not like the salties!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

 

From Cairns to Adelaide and the elusive Kangaroo Island. 

One thing I liked about my hotel in Cairns.  I had made a mistake (doesn't happen much) 

but I had left my shaving cream in the previous hotel.  And in this hotel they had it on 

tap – never seen this before. 

I think it is good practice to shave regularly not like the current unkempt men on 

television – Gary Bumacher with an 

excuse for a moustache and goatie, Alan 

Sugar looks like he just rolled out of bed 

with grey stubble and practically anyone 

on sports or news just doesn't bother to 

shave. 

And don't grow a beard unless you are 

young and it comes out your natural hair 

colour – not grey or variegated 

Are their wives or girlfriends afraid to 

say something? 



If it was women that appeared without a modicum of coiffure they would not be allowed 

on set. 

Shame on you men. 

So I took a plastic water bottle and filled it with the shaving foam and put the lid on 

on and thought this will last me to the end of my trip! 

But alas when I opened my suitcase at the next hotel, the bottle had burst covering all 

my clothes with cream – not happy – but you will laugh. 

Adelaide here I come!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

For some strange reason Adelaide H3 does not suffer from Wally phobia and I was a 

VIP guest and collected from my hotel by the redoubtable Buddha. 

I have written a write up for their run attached and I can tell you that UG would not 

be well pleased – tarmac and worse. 


